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Abstract
So far the game of Domineering has mainly been investigated by combinatorial-games re-
searchers. Yet, it is a genuine two-player zero-sum game with perfect information, of which
the general formulation is a topic of AI research. In that domain, many techniques have been
developed for two-person games, especially for chess. In this article we show that one such
technique, i.e., transposition tables, is t for solving standard Domineering (i.e., on an 88
board). The game turns out to be a win for the player rst to move. This result coincides with a
result obtained independently by Morita Kazuro. Moreover, the technique of transposition tables
is also applied to dierently sized m  n boards, m ranging from 2 to 8, and n from m to 9.
The results are given in tabular form. Finally, some conclusions on replacement schemes are
drawn. In an appendix an analysis of four tournament games is provided. c© 2000 Published
by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Domineering is a two-player zero-sum game with perfect information. The game is
also known as crosscram, and as dominoes. It has been proposed by Goran Andersson
around 1973 [10, 13]. In Domineering the players alternately place a domino (2  1
tile) on a board, i.e., on a nite subset of Cartesian boards of any size or shape.
The game is usually played on rectangular boards. The two players are denoted by
Vertical and Horizontal. In standard Domineering the rst player is Vertical, who is
only allowed to place its dominoes vertically on the board. Horizontal may play only
horizontally. Of course, dominoes are not allowed to overlap. As soon as a player is
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unable to move the player loses. Although Domineering can be played on any board
and with Vertical as well as Horizontal to move rst, the original game was played on a
(88) checkerboard with Vertical to start, and this instance has generally been adopted
as standard Domineering. According to West [29] this size is suciently large to be
beyond the range of human analysis, and hence the size is t for an interesting game.
Domineering has been treated by mathematicians in most standard works on combi-
natorial games [6, 7, 10, 16]. In these books, only small boards have been analyzed and
fully characterized. In recent publications [19, 30], also dierent n1 strips of squares
have been analyzed, viz., with special repeating patterns known as snakes [30] and
with a special set of rules leading to games such as Corners-and-Kinks and Kinks-
and-corners [19]. Guy mentioned the extension of the analysis of Domineering to larger
boards as item 4 in his list of unsolved problems in combinatorial games [17].
Among articial-intelligence researchers, the interest for Domineering was quite low
until Professor Elwyn Berlekamp organized a small Domineering tournament during a
workshop entitled Combinatorial Games, held at the Mathematical Sciences Research
Institute of Cambridge University, USA, in July 1994 [29]. Several computer scien-
tists and articial-intelligence researchers participated in the tournament, where a prize
money of US $500 was at stake. The interest in Domineering grew even further when
Berlekamp organized a lively and interesting Domineering tournament with a prize
money of US $1000 during the workshop Games as an Experimental Testbed for
Articial Intelligence, which was part of the IJCAI’97 conference in Nagoya, Japan,
August 1997. Two of us were participants in the tournament.
2. Characteristics of Domineering
Articial-intelligence researchers are interested in establishing the game-theoretic
value of a game, being dened as the result of the game with both sides playing
optimally. They are usually less interested in perfected game analyses as performed by
mathematicians (e.g., see [6, 7, 10, 16]). For many games three possibilities exist: (1) a
rst-player win, (2) a second-player win, or (3) a draw. By its rules draws are impos-
sible in Domineering, leaving only the rst two possibilities. However, dierent shapes
of the playing board allow a dierent view on the possible outcomes (see below).
Contrary to the so-called impartial games, such as Tic-Tac-Toe, where both players
always have the same options, Domineering is a game in which the options for both
players are not alike. These games are called partizan. For partizan games it can matter
which player starts the game. In the case of Domineering, for square boards (including
standard Domineering) it is irrelevant whether Vertical or Horizontal starts, but for
non-square boards it does matter. We explicitly refrain from the rule that Vertical
always starts. Of course an mn game started by Horizontal is equivalent to an nm
game started by Vertical. It thus makes sense to distinguish four possible outcomes for
the various Domineering games, denoted by ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘V’, and ‘H’. The meanings are
as follows:
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1: a rst-player win, independent of whether Vertical or Horizontal starts;
2: a second-player win, independent of whether Vertical or Horizontal starts;
V: a win for Vertical, independent of whether Vertical plays rst or second;
H: a win for Horizontal, independent of whether Horizontal plays rst or second.
To us it was unquestionable that solving the standard (8  8) Domineering should
be possible by exploiting some intelligent search techniques in combination with the
hardware currently available. During the last decade several two-person games have
been solved, such as Connect-Four [1, 2, 28], Qubic [3, 24], Nine Men’s Morris [14],
and Go-Moku [4]. Our research in optimizing transposition tables for computer chess
[8, 9] and the recognition that the Domineering game is very well suited for using
such techniques (since many transpositions occur during analysis), helped us to solve
standard Domineering. Preliminary experiments quickly showed that without any use
of transposition tables the task was impossible. Using transposition tables the solution
was within our reach as we will show below.
We start with the denitions of three concepts. In a Domineering position we dis-
tinguish: (1) the mobility, (2) the number of real moves, and (3) the number of safe
moves. Mobility is dened as the number of distinct moves that a player can make in
a position. The number of real moves is dened as the maximum number of moves
that a player can make in a position, provided that the opponent does not make any
move. The number of safe moves is dened as the maximum number of moves that a
player can make from a given position in the remaining part of the game, irrespective
of the moves that the opponent will make.
Assume that the squares of the board are numbered in left-to-right, top-to-bottom
order from 0 to (nm)− 1 for arbitrary rectangular boards. Moreover, assume that a
move is denoted by its upper square (for Vertical) or its left square (for Horizontal).
Then we have a notation for games. In the diagrams we indicate the positions by
assigning a move number to a domino.
3. Transposition tables
Game-playing programs analyze game positions by building trees. Dependent on
the rules of the game they may suer from the common-subtree problem, i.e., when
traversing the tree many identical subtrees are searched. This may happen due to the
transposition of moves. Considering standard Domineering (with Vertical playing rst),
we see that the distinct move sequences 1-48-54 and 54-48-1 lead to the same position
(see Fig. 1). Hence, in Domineering many positions are reachable via numerous distinct
paths.
We remark that knowing whether a square is occupied by a horizontally or vertically
aligned domino is even irrelevant, since only the availability of squares for future moves
is important. Consequently, the search tree for a position depends on the vacant squares
of the board. As a case in point, the two positions of Fig. 2 have identical search trees
and are hence considered transpositions.
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Fig. 1. Two distinct move sequences leading to the same position.
Fig. 2. Two distinct move sequences leading to dierent positions, which are still transpositions.
A well-known recipe to counter the traversal of identical subtrees is storing positions
in a transposition table, i.e., a large directly accessible hash table [15, 27]. If a position
so stored is reached again and the relevant information is available, the size of the
search tree can be reduced considerably.
The most common implementation of a transposition table is a large hash table [23].
A position is converted into a suciently large number (the hash value) by using some
hashing method. The most popular method used by game programmers is described by
Zobrist [31]. For any occupied square on a board a unique random number is generated.
(It is irrelevant whether a square is occupied by a vertically or horizontally placed
domino.) So for the standard board 64 unique numbers are sucient. The hash value
of a position is calculated by doing an exclusive-or (XOR) of the numbers associated
with the occupied squares. This way of calculating a hash value has two advantages:
1. the XOR operation is a fast, bitwise operation;
2. the hash value can be updated incrementally: the hash value of a position resulting
from some move can simply be obtained by doing an XOR operation with the hash
value of the old position and the two numbers associated with the squares of the
move involved.
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The use of the hash value is as follows. If the transposition table consists of 2n
entries, the n low-order bits of the hash value are used as hash index. The remaining
bits (the hash key) are used to distinguish among dierent board positions mapping
onto the same hash index (i.e., the same entry in the transposition table). Therefore,
the total number of bits should be chosen suciently large [18]. We use a 64-bit hash
value.
The literature on transposition tables is mainly tutorial in nature (e.g., [21]), with
only a few detailed discussions of performance (e.g., [11, 25]). One frequently cited
performance observation is that doubling the size of the table reduces the size of the
search tree. This is an obvious result, since the more information in the table, the
greater the chance of being able to re-use this information.
4. Replacement schemes
Even though a transposition table is usually made as large as possible, it is subject to
memory constraints, and hence collisions are bound to occur (i.e., two dierent board
positions map onto the same entry in the transposition table: they have the same hash
index). When a collision occurs, a choice has to be made whether to replace or to
retain the position in the table. This choice is governed by a replacement scheme.
Performance analyses on the choice between replacing and retaining have, as far
as we know, only been published for chess [8, 9]. In [8] we introduced seven dis-
tinct replacement schemes, denoted by DEEP, NEW, OLD, BIG1, BIGALL, TWODEEP, and
TWOBIG1, based on ve concepts.
1. DEEP preserves the position with the deepest subtree.
2. NEW always replaces any position in the table.
3. OLD never replaces an existing position in the table.
4. BIG1 and BIGALL preserve the position with the biggest subtree (in terms of the
number of nodes). BIG1 counts a position in the transposition table as a single
node; BIGALL counts it as N nodes, where N is the number of board positions
searched in order to obtain the information of the table position stored.
5. TWODEEP and TWOBIG1 are two-level tables [11, 26], 1 i.e., each entry has two table
positions. 2 TWODEEP combines NEW with DEEP, and TWOBIG1 combines NEW with
BIG1. This means that the newest position is always stored, and the less important
position of the remaining two positions (in terms of the depth of the search, or in
terms of the number of nodes of the search) is overwritten.
The scheme DEEP is traditional. The scheme NEW is based on the observation that
most transpositions occur locally, within small subtrees of the global search tree [11].
The scheme OLD is not a good candidate for practical use, as it handles by far more
1 We note that the concept of a two-level table is dierent from applying a second hash function (e.g., as
in the chess program CRAY BLITZ) to nd another entry in a one-level table in case of a collision.
2 Ebeling [11] implemented the two-level transposition table in a slightly dierent way.
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nodes than all other replacement schemes considered [8, 9]. Since the dierences be-
tween the schemes BIG1 and BIGALL were marginal [8, 9], we dropped the scheme
BIGALL from our experiments.
In [8, 9] we concluded that the number of nodes of a subtree is a better estimate of
the work performed than the depth of that subtree. Moreover, we recommended a two-
level table as being superior over any one-level table. The results of the experiments
reported below strengthen the conclusion and the recommendation.
5. Solving the game
For solving Domineering we have developed the program DOMI, which uses a
straightforward variant of the { search technique [20], enhanced with a transposition
table. The implementation of the transposition table is similar to the one described in
[8]. There, for standard { search, the following information is stored:
 the hash key;
 the value;
 a ag indicating whether the value is a real value, an upper bound or a lower bound;
 the best move
 the search depth or number of nodes searched (depending on the replacement scheme
used).
In DOMI, we calculate all variations to the end resulting in a win or a loss. Hence,
the evaluation function is a two-valued function. For a transposition-table entry this
has two consequences: (1) all values stored are real values and not (upper or lower)
bounds; ags indicating the type of values are therefore not needed; (2) no best moves
need to be stored. 3 Thus the only information to be stored in a transposition-table
entry is
 the hash key;
 the value (win or loss, i.e., 1 bit)
 the search depth or number of nodes searched (depending on the replacement scheme
used).
All symmetries of the rectangular board are used in DOMI. Whenever a move is
investigated in the search, the resulting position is looked up in the transposition table.
If it is not present, any of the three symmetrical positions (a horizontal and=or a vertical
reection) is looked up. In the latter case, if present, the information of the symmetrical
position is used. 4
In DOMI the distinction among mobility, real moves, and safe moves, as dened in
Section 2, is carefully exploited. The number of real moves indicates an upper bound
3 If a position is present in the table, its game-theoretic value (win or loss) is known and no further search
is needed at this point.
4 We note that we do not make use of rotation symmetry, because that exchanges the concepts of horizontal
and vertical.
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of the depth of the search tree, and the number of safe moves indicates a lower bound
of the depth of the search tree. If the number of safe moves of the player to move
is greater than or equal to the number of real moves of the opponent after the player
has made its move, the move is called a winning move. In this case, the search will
be terminated resulting in a win for the player to move. If the number of safe moves
of the opponent is greater than the number of real moves of the player to move after
the player to move has made its move, the move is called a losing move. The search
is terminated as a loss for the player to move.
The mobility, the number of real moves, and the number of safe moves are up-
dated incrementally. During the search the decrements  of the number of real moves
and the number of safe moves are continuously updated for both players. The four
values are instrumental for a move ordering within the { search, the heuristic be-
ing: the higher the ordering value, the better the move. The formula for the ordering
value is
ordering value=  (real moves opponent)−  (real moves player to move)
+  (safe moves opponent)−  (safe moves player to move):
The Domineering experiments have been divided into two parts. For the rst series of
experiments we have taken the standard (88) board as our domain. Next to the goal
of solving the game, we have set as research goals: nding the optimal size of the
transposition table, and deciding which replacement scheme is best.
The following ve replacement schemes are considered: DEEP, NEW, BIG1, TWODEEP,
and TWOBIG1. The experiments are performed with four dierent transposition-table
sizes, ranging from 256 to 2048 K positions, each time doubling the number of posi-
tions. 5
From preliminary experiments it was obvious that standard Domineering could not
be solved without using transposition tables [12]. Using some transposition table, we
solved the game. It appeared to be a rst-player win. Later on, we were informed
that this result was independently found by Kazuro Morita [22]. He solved standard
Domineering also with the { algorithm, using a bitboard-representation approach.
In addition, he used transposition tables with a BIG replacement scheme, where board
positions are normalized using symmetries plus translational shifts.
In Fig. 3 the results of the transposition-table experiments are given. Clearly, the
larger the table size is, the better the performance. This holds for all replacement
schemes. Thus for our experiments the optimal size is 2048 K positions. The best
replacement scheme is TWOBIG1. Moreover, it turns out that the traditional scheme
DEEP is competitive with BIG1, TWODEEP, and TWOBIG1, whereas NEW is obviously not
competitive. Detailed results are listed in Appendix A. In Appendix B we analyze four
tournament games of standard Domineering as reported by West [29].
5 We use K as an abbreviation for 1024.
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Fig. 3. Solving 8  8 Domineering: the size of the search trees for ve replacement schemes and four
transposition-table sizes.
6. Solving the game for non-standard boards
The second series of experiments focusses on establishing the game-theoretic value of
Domineering, played on non-standard boards. We have investigated rectangular boards
sized m n, with m ranging from 2 to 8 and n from m to 9, m denoting the number
of rows and n the number of columns. For this investigation we have used the best
replacement scheme (TWOBIG1) found in the rst series of experiments together with
a table of 2048 K positions. All boards with m 6= n are examined twice: (a) with the
rst player moving vertically, and (b) with the rst player moving horizontally.
The results are presented in Table 1. The rst entry gives the board size; the second
one the game-theoretic value, with ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘V’, and ‘H’ as dened in Section 2. The
third entry provides the total number of nodes investigated.
Our results fully agree with the results published earlier by Berlekamp and coworkers
as far as investigated by them (see [5, 6, 16]). They provide complete analyses for
boards with a size of 2n (26n67), 3n (36n65) and 55. We remark that games
with a game-theoretic value of ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘V’, and ‘H’ match their characterizations of
fuzzy, zero, negative, and positive games, respectively. By using a straightforward {
 algorithm, returning only whether a position is a win or a loss, we did not keep
track by what dierence a position is won or lost. Hence, it is impossible to provide
a detailed comparison with their analyses.
Another subset of our results coincide with the results obtained previously by David
Fotland [12], who did his investigations several years ago. Fotland also used a straight-
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Table 1
Game-theoretic results of Domineering for various board sizes
Board size Result Nodes Board size Result Nodes
22 1 1 47 V 1984
23 1 2 48 H 12,024
24 H 13 49 V 45,314
25 V 15 55 2 604
26 1 14 56 H 1500
27 1 17 57 H 13,584
28 H 67 58 H 30,348
29 V 126 59 H 177,324
33 1 1 66 1 17,232
34 H 10 67 V 302,259
35 H 19 68 H 3,362,436
36 H 40 69 V 18,421,911
37 H 77 77 1 408,260
38 H 74 78 H 12,339,876
39 H 99 79 H 320,589,295
44 1 40 88 1 441,990,070
45 V 87 89 V 70,918,073,509
46 1 1327
forward { algorithm plus a large transposition table. He did not solve the standard
88, and the m9 (56m68) boards. Our program DOMI never investigated more
nodes than Fotland’s program; DOMI has a more ecient node investigation than Fot-
land’s program by a ratio of up to 10 for the larger boards.
In Table 1 we may discern several patterns of exponential growth with the board
size, e.g., the n  n series, the m  n series with xed m and increasing n, etc. The
results suggest that the ratio always grows exponentially with the board size. Since the
89 board took more than 600 h to be solved, we did not investigate the 99 board.
It is interesting to note that of all boards considered the 5  5 board is the only one
in which the second player wins.
7. Conclusions
Transposition tables have shown to be an excellent means for solving Domineer-
ing games. They enabled us to solve a large number of dierently-sized Domineering
games, including the standard 8  8 board. It would be interesting to extend DOMI’s
capabilities beyond merely establishing the winner of a Domineering position to deter-
mining exact values of positions. Such analyses will enable to determine game-theoretic
values of sums of Domineering positions.
Having performed extensive transposition-table experiments in the domain of chess
[9], we now conclude that in Domineering games two-level tables are also more prof-
itable than one-level tables. Moreover, the Domineering results support our claim (see
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Table 2
The number of nodes investigated for solving 8 8 Domineering
256 K 512 K 1024 K 2048 K
NEW 3,742,390,033 2,743,252,100 2,129,894,036 1,379,711,684
DEEP 1,929,664,472 1,283,223,589 811,842,108 503,830,333
BIG1 1,659,016,714 1,122,009,031 745,030,378 492,085,623
TWODEEP 1,297,636,719 939,262,873 635,212,166 452,296,722
TWOBIG1 1,211,811,428 884,562,192 606,580,949 441,990,070
[8, 9]) that the number of nodes of a subtree is a better estimate of the work performed
(and therefore potentially to be saved) than the depth of that subtree. Hence we would
like to conclude that TWOBIG1 is the best replacement scheme. A nal remark might be
in order. The two BIG1 schemes (BIG1 and TWOBIG1) use an entry which takes slightly
more space for storing the information on node counts than storing the information
on the depth would do. If the memory constraints prevail, the replacement scheme
TWODEEP is an equipotent alternative.
Appendix A. Experimental data
Table 2 provides the experimental data for solving 88 Domineering for ve distinct
replacement schemes and four transposition-table sizes. For reasons of presentation we
have exchanged the entries DEEP (the traditional scheme) and NEW (cf. Section 4).
Appendix B. Four games examined
We have examined four standard Domineering games (Vertical rst) played in the
nal of the MSRI tournament, July 1994, during the Combinatorial Games workshop
[29]. The nalists were Dan Calistrate of Calgary and David Wolfe of Berkeley. The
rst two games were both rst-player wins, the second two were both won by Calis-
trate. DOMI played through all positions of the games, with the TWOBIG1 replacement
scheme and a transposition table of size 512 K. Bold-faced moves are the moves ac-
tually played. DOMI conrmed all moves played by Vertical were winning until Game
3’s move 13. The number of nodes investigated for such a conrmation is given in
parentheses. After Horizontal has played its move, DOMI computed an optimal move. In
the game scores we present, in parentheses, the number of nodes investigated, followed
by the optimal move found. We remark that such an optimal move not necessarily is
unique and as a consequence not necessarily is the same move as played by Vertical.
Of course, in positions after Vertical has moved no move is indicated (except for Game
3 move 13), since in losing positions all moves lose and are therefore in this sense
equi-optimal. Moves are indicated by their upper or left square numbers, which run
from 0 to 63 in left-to-right and top-to-bottom order (see Section 2). The game scores
are taken from [29].
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Game 1: Wolfe { Calistrate
1. 6 (1,292,474,261) 2. 54 (126,775,555; 49) 3. 49 (126,775,554) 4. 8 (3,769,963;
51) 5. 38 (4,336,116) 6. 12 (171,774; 51) 7. 17 (193,208) 8. 50 (15,314; 22) 9. 33
(11,487) 10. 28 (657; 35) 11. 35 (656) 12. 44 (109; 11) 13. 11 (63). The rst player
continuously secured the game-theoretic win.
Game 2: Calistrate { Wolfe
1. 49 (1,141,237,114) 2. 14 (121,393,987; 54) 3. 1 (176,354,117) 4. 54 (3,856,681;
51) 5. 51 (3,856,680) 6. 10 (196,247; 53) 7. 53 (196,246) 8. 38 (10,622; 22) 9. 22
(10,621) 10. 12 (664; 33) 11. 20 (507) 12. 25 (27; 33) 13. 33 (26) 14. 35 (7; 34).
Again, the rst player continuously secured the game-theoretic win.
Game 3: Wolfe { Calistrate
1. 6 (1,292,474,261) 2. 54 (126,775,555; 49) 3. 49 (126,775,554) 4. 8 (3,769,963;
51) The same opening as in Game 1. 5. 17 (3,249,049) 6. 12 (188,898; 51) 7. 51
(188,897) 8. 38 (9494; 53) 9. 22 (9943) 10. 28 (1021; 33) 11. 33 (1020) 12. 52 (327;
10) 13. 35? (33; 10). A blunder move by Wolfe. He should have played at 10. Here
Calistrate won by playing 14. 10 (6). At once the game was over.
Game 4: Calistrate { Wolfe
1. 49 (1,141,237,114) 2. 50 (119,670,829; 54) Wolfe purposedly played dierently
from Game 2, since he had to break Calistrate’s \service". 3. 1 (138,585,963) 4. 10
(4,558,337; 54) 5. 6 (2,910,350) 6. 12 (163,337; 38) 7. 54 (157,653) 8. 29 (4836; 52)
9. 52 (4835) 10. 25 (245; 38) 11. 38 (244) 12. 35 (14; 33) 13. 33 (13). Calistrate
won the game and thus won the match.
We see that in four games one serious mistake has decided the match. West also
indicated this move as the fatal mistake and he correctly denoted 10 as the only winning
move [29]. We agree with West’s statement that \it is very unlikely that control will
be exchanged even twice" and therefore that \[Vertical] wins exactly those games in
which [Vertical] makes no errors. [Horizontal] wins games in which [Vertical] makes
an error, and [Horizontal] successfully exploits it" [29].
Finally, we note that after 8 plies (half moves) the positions are analyzed within a
few seconds. Since the rst few moves could perfectly be captured by a small opening
book, it follows that with such a book DOMI would be a win-preserving program playing
under real-time tournament conditions.
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